
Arguments to write on board – Students will walk around and place their judgement on if it’s a 
valid/unvalid argument 
 
Validity 
 
P1 : All Sliff are Splat 
P2 : Sniff is a Sliff 
C : Therefore, Sniff is a Splat 
 
** Valid -  It is impossible for all the premises to be true while the conclusion is false 
 
P1 : All Fruit is a chair 
P2 : Square is a chair 
C : Therefore, square is a fruit 
 
** Invalid, by substitution we can figure it out 
 
P1 : If Justin Trudeau is Prime Minister, then a Liberal is Prime Minister 
P2 : A Liberal is Prime Minister 
C : Justin Trudeau is Prime Minister 
 
** P1, P2, C are all true. But the reasonning is bad; the conclusion does not follow the premises; 
the argument is not valid. This is because the is a possible situation in which the premises are 
all true but the conclusion false. This situation is any situation in which some Liberal other than 
Trudeau would be Prime Minister. 
 
Validity and Soundness 
 
P1 : Ostriches cannot fly 
P2 : All insects wear top hats 
C : Therefore, ostriches are insects 
 
*Invalid and unsound. P1 is true , P2 and C are false. The conclusion doesn’t follow the premises 
(invalid) 
 
P1 : No cars are allowed in the park 
P2 : All police cruisers are cars 
C : Therefore, all police cruisers are not allowed in the park 
 
It is valid. It is hard to say whether or not it is sound. Premise (2) is true, but without further information 
about the park and its rules, we don’t know whether or not premise (1) is true.  
 
P1 : Whales do not have fur  
P2 : Whales are mammals 
C : Therefore, not all mammals have fur                              **Sound and Valid 


